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2 Company Overview 

Mentari Books Indonesia Group (“Mentari Group”) was founded in 2001 in the attic 
of a small house in Jakarta with only a single business unit. Catalyzed by a strong 
determination to play a role in developing high-calibre human capital in Indonesia 
through education, Mentari was able to grow from its humble beginnings to the 
seven business units today. Mentari Group provides integrated solutions in the 
education industry. 

For almost two decades, Mentari Group’s commitment to the highest standard 
of service has been demonstrated in fulfilling various needs in the education 
sector from the provision of educational textbooks for national and international 
curricula, training programmes for educational administrators and teachers, as 
well as international certifications for students, teachers, and professionals. From 
its ASTA Ilmu Sukses unit, Mentari Group is able to spread its business to more than 
twelve countries through licensing of its intellectual property in books.

Throughout its growth, Mentari Group realizes that extensive cooperation and 
synergy between different parties is crucial to improve a country’s development. 
As such, Mentari Group has always welcomed collaboration and seeks active 
partnership with different educational institutions and various stakeholders.
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Indonesia is abundantly blessed with natural resources, ecological diversity, and a 
large workforce. In order to capitalize on this potential and to develop Indonesia, 
Mentari Group believes that the answer lies in education. Education will allow 
Indonesia to stand with leading nations in the world and to be an active contributor 
regionally and internationally. This is in line with Mentari Group slogan: “Bangun 
Pendidikan, Majukan Bangsa” – “Build Education, Develop the Nation”.

As such, since its conception in 2001, Mentari Group has worked relentlessly 
in pursuing our vision and mission. We share a strong sense of optimism with 
educators and institutions across the nation and through strategic partnerships, 
we as a business have enjoyed incredible growth. In the spirit of improvement 
and diligence, we continuously seek active partnerships with those who share our 
values and evolve our business to meet ever-changing demands. We believe that 
future holds great promise, and we fearlessly move forward.

Message from the Founder & Chief Director

Regards,

Anna Rimba Phoa
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Mentari Teachers Academy 
established as a training centre for
teachers and heads of educational

institutions.

Mentari Digital was established to 
meet the needs arising from the influence 
of rapidly-growing modern technology 
on education and to adapt to the
learning style of millennials and future
generations.

Mentaripedia (www.mentaripedia.com) 
was launched as an online shopping portal
to enable ease of purchase and delivery of
our educational products for individual
customers.

Mentari Books started as a school
textbook distributor for world-class
leading publishers and provided
teacher training.

Mentari Assessment became an
Authorised Centre of Cambridge English
Language Assessment (now known as 
Cambridge Assessment English).

To be closer to learning institutions and 
be available to individual customers, 
Mentari Bookstore was established. 

ASTA Ilmu Sukses was established as a
textbook publisher.

2001
2011

2011
2013

2016
2015

2006

To be an active contributor in developing high-calibre 
human capital in Indonesia through education, allowing 
Indonesia to be an active contributor at both the regional 
and international stage.

• To become a place of growth for human capital in 
Indonesia, where they can harness their skills and 
become excellent members of society.

• To become a reliable source of learning and training 
materials of the highest quality for educational 
institutions, locally and abroad.

• To create innovative learning materials that are 
compatible with the demands of the modern era.

To support the vision and mission to contribute to 
Indonesia’s development, Mentari Group holds the 
following corporate values and fosters a culture of:
• Integrity
• Trust
• Diligence
• Service
• Teamwork

Vision

Mission

Values

Vision, Mission, Values 
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Company Timeline 6 The Mentari Brand  

The name ‘Mentari’, meaning ‘Sun’ in the Indonesian language, was chosen because of its 
symbolic meaning and how it reflects the spirit of the reason behind the foundation of Mentari 
Group. The sun is an energy source, a life source, and the centre of our universe which keeps 
shining on human activities.

Sunlight can be used as a metaphor to reflect the importance of books in the process of 
education. Mentari Books’ initial main mission was to enlighten education by being a source of 
world-class educational books in Indonesia. As the company grows and develops, the primary 
service of supplying books has evolved into offering a range of integrated services, such as digital 
resources, online shopping, training, and testing, which suit the growing needs in education.

The shining sun symbol was chosen to visually represent Mentari Group’s 
commitment to offer integrated solutions in education for all stakeholders 
involved. Mentari Group strives to deliver a bright future.

The color orange used in the sun symbol alludes to morning light, which 
symbolizes optimism, life, growth, cheerfulness, and hope.
The brick-red color in the words ‘Mentari’ indicates maturity, high confidence, 
optimism, and bravery. Additionally, this color also represents the color of the 
earth. In this context, it refers to our homeland, Indonesia.

“Integrated solutions for education” is chosen to represent the services of Mentari Group 
which continuously grow and are integrated in providing educational content in various 
forms.

Brand

Symbol

Color

Tagline

Slogan
“Build education, develop the nation” is a slogan that represents the vision and mission 
of Mentari Group: to be an active contributor in the development of high quality human 
capital for Indonesia with an emphasis on education, being the main key to a nation’s
progress.
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MARKET INFOGRAPHIC AND TRAINING PROGRAMME DATA

Mentari Group has served more than 6000 customers in various market segments
and is present in 33 provinces across Indonesia delivering a wide range of high 
quality programmes.

As Mentari Group is committed to actively contributing to the development of 
outstanding human capital, we consistently hold training events for heads of 
educational institutions and teachers. Every year, more than 300 training sessions 
are held in many cities across Indonesia. Training information can be accessed via  
www.hadiryuk.id.

3 Agents
• Semarang
• Batam
• Pontianak

10Offices
• Jakarta
• Medan
• Pekanbaru 
• Palembang
• Lampung

• Bandung
• Surabaya
• Bali
• Makassar
• Yogyakarta

9 Bookstores
Jakarta, Tangerang, Bekasi
• Puri Indah
• Kelapa Gading
• Radio Dalam
• Serpong
• Bekasi

• Bandung
• Surabaya
• Makassar

TRAINING EVENTS INSTITUTION SEGMENTS

MENTARI SERVICES OUTREACH

30%15%

30%25%

National Schools
National Plus Schools
International Schools
Courses Providers and Others

Sumatera

Jawa
Bali & Nusa Tenggara

Kalimantan

Papua

Sulawesi

2907 2741 2570

3509

2465
3289

6433 6239

7738

8775

7494

10185
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8 The Mentari Advantage 

In order to give maximum benefits to our customers, Mentari Group has applied a 
formula called “3 Winning Strategies”:

Mentari Group guarantees the winning system through the following commitments 
and activities:

Competent

Trustworthy

Reliable

Courteous

Proven 
Methodology

Experienced

Professional

Committed

International 
Standard

1

2

3

Winning Team

Winning Program

Winning System

Stock Availability

In-House 
Training

Timely deliveries

Collective Training

Consultation

International 
Seminars & 
Gatherings

Robust 
administration

Overseas school 
visits



9Mentari Solutions: 7 Core Business Units

In order to fulfill the various needs of educational institutions, Mentari Group 
provides high quality and excellent integrated educational solutions called the 
Mentari Solutions.

Mentari Group has 7 business units that allow us to implement Mentari Solutions:
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10 Mentari Books

Mentari Books consistently 
delivers the best integrated 
solutions for education in 
Indonesia. In the past 19 years, 
we have served as a reliable 
partner for educational 
institutions across the nation. 

Mentari Books provides 
substantial value-added 
benefit through:
1. A world class Curriculum 

Consultation Program 
involving collaborations 
with top international 
publishers, providing 
specific curricula advice for 
education levels ranging 
from K-12 to the University 
level.

2. Unparalleled service 
with a guidance program 
for teachers and school 
administrators.

3. A team of competent and 
dedicated Educational 
Consultants to provide 
advice and regular visits to 
institutions.

4. A robust management 
system that ensures top 
quality service, stock 
availability, and timely 
delivery.



11Mentari Books

More than 6,000 educational 
institutions in 50 cities trust Mentari 
Books as an integrated solutions 
provider for education in Indonesia. 

The staff of Mentari Group, numbering 
more than 250 people, is ready to 
serve a diverse range of educational 
institutions. This staff includes more 
than 50 Education Consultants who 

We have formed partnerships with world class publishers, including Marshall Cavendish 
Education, Cambridge University Press, ASTA Ilmu Publishing, Shinglee Publication, 
Hodder Education and Singapore Asia Publication, to provide various teaching and 
learning curricula, materials and programmes.

serve customers’ needs either through regular school visits or through consultation 
with institution leaders and teachers.
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Mission

Mentari Teachers Academy

Mentari Teachers Academy focuses 
on professional development for 
teachers by providing various 
training programmes for educators. 
This allows teachers to sharpen 
and upgrade their competence and 
skills.

To become a place for training
and development of exceptional
educators in Indonesia so that 
they become more competent, 
possess good character and are 
professionally successful.

• To help educators in Indonesia 
develop professionally so that 
they become more competent 
and successful in their field.

• To prepare educators in 
Indonesia to improve their 
teaching skills in English, 
Mathematics, and Science, 
gaining acceptance and 
recognition at both the national 
and international level.

Vision



13Mentari Teachers Academy

We believe educators should 
continue to update their knowledge 
and skills in the ever-developing field 
of education in order to give the best 
learning experiences to their students. 
Training materials and modules 
are designed by accommodating 
recent methodologies and teaching 
pedagogies. Training materials are 
focused on English, Mathematics, and 
Science.

Training programmes are classified into two categories: for teachers / educators 
and for heads of department (principals, academic coordinators, administration 
coordinators, school management, etc.). Training materials are adjusted to suit the 
needs of the participants, depending on the subject they teach or daily business 
needs.

Running continual
training programmes

Result-oriented
training programmes
with provable
progress

Providing engaging,
practical activities
during the training
process

Accommodating
institutions’ needs to
deliver convenient and
relevant programmes

Conducting training
according to recognised
international standard
curricula

Utilising speakers/
experts/trainers who are
highly experienced in
the relevant fields

Mentari Teachers Academy leads the local market in the following areas:
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Mentari Assessment

Mentari Assessment is a Mentari 
Group service unit that acts as 
an Authorised Exam Centre for 
Cambridge Assessment English 
UK. We are the largest authorized 
Cambridge Assessment English 
Centre in Indonesia, and are one 
of only two Platinum Centres in 
the Asia Pacific region as of 2019.

Cambridge Assessment English is an English language certification established 
by Cambridge University, which is taken by more than 5 million people from 
approximately 140 countries annually.

Cambridge Assessment English is based on the Common European Framework of 
Reference (CEFR) that categorises English proficiency according to the following
levels:
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The above exams test all 4 language skills:

Mentari Assessment Facts and Figures

Mentari Assessment

Reading Writing Listening Speaking 

Why are Cambridge English 
Language Certifications 
necessary?

1

2

3

4

To obtain a curriculum 
framework and English language 
syllabus that is proven and 
internationally recognized

To be recognized for 
one’s competence on an 
international standard

To provide comprehensive 
teaching and learning 
materials for students and 
teachers

To motivate students in 
learning English

Participated by  7000+ students 
and teachers annually

Served more than  20 cities across
Indonesia

Collaborated with 100+ Exam 
Preparation Centres
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Books by Oxford University Press

ASTA Ilmu Sukses

Series by ASTA

ASTA Ilmu (also known as ASTA 
Ilmu Publishing) launches 
the newest reading literacy 
programme names  “Menjadi 
Indonesia” that is attractively 
presented with the aim of 
developing children’s interest 
in reading and imagination, 
improving children’s language 
skills, knowledge and insight.

Stories of Indonesia Stories of My Little Friend

Secondary School

Books by  SL Education

Preschool
Primary School

Stories of My Imagination



17ASTA Ilmu Sukses

ASTA Ilmu Sukses is a publisher and educational  
content provider. Established in 2011, we have 
published various English, Maths, Science, 
Mandarin and Indonesian textbooks from 
Kindergarten to Senior High School levels. We have 
been trusted as the exclusive distributor of various 
English teaching materials from Oxford University 
Press since 2013 and the exclusive distributor of 
various Maths teaching materials by SL Education, 
Singapore since 2017.

Our books and trainings have reached thousands of customers in various 
cities in Indonesia.

ASTA Commitment to Teacher Development

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

28 Sessions
788 Institutions

1.347 Participants
11 Cities

39 Sessions
556 Institutions
984 Participants

8 Cities

31 Sessions
738 Institutions

1704 Participants
8 Cities

43 Sessions
705 Institutions

2039 Participants
12 Cities

45 Sessions
786 Institutions

2552 Participants
14 Kota

64 Sessions
514 Institutions

1378 Participants
13 Cities

92 Sessions
608 Institutions

1246 Participants
13 Kota

89 Sessions
757 Institutions

1787 Participants
14 Cities
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18 Mentari Bookstore

In addition to being a retail provider of educational books, Mentari Boosktore also 
organizes various interesting programmes, such as:

Book Bazar and Exhibitions at Schools 
• To facilitate students and teachers 

ingetting access to the best supporting 
books

• To introduce the presence of Mentari 
Bookstore

School Visits
• To form working relationships 

withschools
• To introduce our Mentari 

Bookstoreprogrammes
• To support the needs of school libraries

Welcome to Mentari Bookstore
• School trips/book trips to one of our 

Mentari Bookstores
• To provide experiential learning 

experiences for students
• To increase children’s interest in reading

Mentari Smart Club Programme 
Obtain a 10% discount for every purchase*, valid after the collection of 20 stamps, 
for 1 (one) year.

*The discount excludes textbooks, workbooks, and homework books (titles adopted by schools). 19 Mentari Bookstore

Smart Student Promo 
Obtain a 25% discount, as a reward for students’ achievement, with terms and 
conditions as follows:
• A minimum average score of 8 in three main subjects (English/Mandarin, Mathematics& 

Science)
• To receive the discount, a copy of the school report needs to be shown at the Mentari 

Bookstore  
• The appropriate student identity card also needs to be shown and verified. This 

programme is valid during two periods. (June-August & December–February).

Mentari Bookstore Activity Programmes: 

Mentari Bookstore Promotion Programmes: 

1

2

3

1

2



19Mentari Bookstore

Insta Love Promo 
Obtain a 10% discount as a reward for 
customers who post photos on Instagram 
(IG) Mentari Bookstore.
Follow our IG account:
mentari_bookstore.

Mentari Bookstore Locations 

Puri Indah
Rukan Sentra Niaga Puri Indah
Blok T1-14, Jakarta Barat.
Ph. (021) 5830 2871 

  mentaripuri@mentaribooks.com
  0812 8443 3283

Bekasi —Jawa Barat
Sun City Square Blok A No.28, 
Jl. Mayor Hasibuan, Bekasi. 
Tel. (021) 8852131/8852148  

  mentaribekasi@mentaribooks.com 
  0812 8787 1338

Makassar—Sulawesi Selatan
Jl. Cenderawasih No. 299 
Makassar, Sulawesi Selatan. 
Tel. (0411) 859564  

 mentarimakassar@mentaribooks.com
 0813 4050 4361

Bandung—Jawa Barat
Jl. Terusan Ir. Sutami Kav. 8A–8B  
RT 5/RW 4, Kecamatan Sukajadi, 
Kelurahan Sukawarna, Bandung. 

 mentaribandung@mentaribooks.com 
  0858 6178 9068

Surabaya Barat—Jawa Timur
Ruko Darmo Villa Blok A/8 Jl. Darmo Permai 
Selatan, Surabaya Barat. 
Tel. (031) 7325775 

 mentarisurabaya@mentaribooks.com
 0878 5156 5887  

Surabaya Timur—Jawa Timur
Ruko Mega Galaxy, Jl. Raya Kertajaya Indah 
Timur,  XIV A.3-Klampis, Surabaya Timur. 
Tel. (031) 5946560/5946780 

 mentarisbytimur@mentaribooks.com
 0878 5156 5887  

Kelapa Gading
Jl. Kelapa Hibrida Raya 
Blok PF 18 No.7, Jakarta Utara.
Ph.  (021) 4516 390 / 94 

 mentarigading@mentaribooks.com
 0815 8602 0142

Radio Dalam
Jl. Radio Dalam Raya No.2, Jakarta Selatan. 
Tel. (021) 7255003/7208722 

 mentariradiodalam@mentaribooks.com 
 0816 1712 5271 

Serpong—Tangerang
Ruko Sutera Niaga 1 No.31 (lantai 2) 
Jl. Raya Serpong, Alam Sutera, Tangerang. 
Tel. (021) 5398637 

 mentariserpong@mentaribooks.com
  0858 8317 9936  

3

Jakarta, Tangerang, & Bekasi Bandung & Surabaya

Find us at:

Open at 09.00-18.00
Monday - Saturday

Makassar

mentari_bookstore
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Jl. Radio Dalam Raya No.2, Jakarta Selatan. 
Tel. (021) 7255003/7208722 

 mentariradiodalam@mentaribooks.com 
 0816 1712 5271 

Serpong—Tangerang
Ruko Sutera Niaga 1 No.31 (lantai 2) 
Jl. Raya Serpong, Alam Sutera, Tangerang. 
Tel. (021) 5398637 

 mentariserpong@mentaribooks.com
  0858 8317 9936  

3

Jakarta, Tangerang, & Bekasi Bandung & Surabaya

Find us at:

Open at 09.00-18.00
Monday - Saturday

Makassar

mentari_bookstore

20 Mentaripedia

Established in September 2016, Mentaripedia is an online shopping plat-
form that provides integrated solutions for education in Indonesia. Our 
vision is to be an e-commerce platform which provides products and 
services related to education.

With the slogan “Belanja Buku Makin Mudah” (Buying Books is Easier), 
Mentaripedia is committed to serve the customers of Mentari Group more 
e�iciently and e�ectively in the digital era. We o�er convenience in 
purchasing books and provide a variety of products for teachers, educa-
tion professionals, parents, and students. We strive to provide features and 
services that ensures the safety and usability for customers of Mentari 
Group.

1 CONVENIENT
Ease of purchasing books 
online

You can shop anywhere, anytime

Protects your privacy and 
transaction data

Time and cost-e�ective method to 
obtain books of international quality at 
an a�ordable price

Provides a variety of payment and 
delivery methods

5 REASONS
TO SHOP AT MENTARIPEDIA

BUYING
BOOKS

BECOME
EASIER

HAS

4 EFFICIENT

5 FLEXIBLE
2 COMFORTABLE

3 RELIABLE

HOW TO
SHOP AT
MENTARIPEDIA 
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22 Mentari Digital

2

3

4

1

• The dynamic nature of the 
digital era enables rapid sharing 
of information

• Rapid development of abilities 
and competencies 

A desire for high quality education in 
Indonesia

Rapid access to social media

• Active in using social and digital 
media

• Tech-savvy
• Varied learning styles

Why choose
Mentari Digital 
as a Learning 
Solution?

Post Millennial Generation

Globalisation

Aspiration

Fast development in media
and ICT
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As a member of Mentari Group, Mentari 
Digital provides integrated and innovative 
digital solutions with reliable services. Since 
its establishment in 2013, Mentari Digital has 
been dedicated to providing the best learning 
environment. Our complete e-learning solutions 
encompass: Digital Platforms, Curriculum-
based Digital Content, Teaching Resources, 
Learning Management Systems, Online & Digital 
Encyclopedias, Educational Games & Activities, 
and Digital Literacy Programmes.

Currently, Mentari Digital represents renowned publishers around the world, 
including Marshall Cavendish Online, World Book Online, Doodle, and myON, 
exclusive for Indonesia.

Mentari Digital
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Mentari team is always ready and 
happy to assist you




